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Personal Injury CV

Trudi is regularly instructed by claimants and defendants in personal 
injury cases. She undertakes work in all areas of personal injury, 
including:

• road traffic accidents,
• occupiers liability,
• public liability,
• employers liability.

She has a very busy trial practice, but also regularly attends CCMCs 
and other hearings requiring complex procedural arguments.

Alongside her fast-track practice, she acts as junior to two senior 
members of chambers in high value brain injury cases.  She has drafted 
complex applications in the course of this work, and has been able to 
gain exposure to cases worth in excess of £1 million. She has drafted 
advice, assisted with drafting of schedules of loss and attended expert 
conferences.

Trudi often provides training to solicitors on all elements of personal 
injury work and appears at personal injury seminars.

She is happy to provide informal advice on request.
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Memberships
• PIBA (Personal Injury Bar 

Association)
• Northern Circuit
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Education

Qualifications:

LLB Laws Hons: 2:1
The University of Manchester 

LLM Healthcare Ethics and Law: Distinction
The University of Manchester 

BPTC: Very Competent
Manchester Metropolitan University 

Scholarships/Prizes: 

• Diana, Princess of Wales Scholarship: Middle Temple 
• Regional Scholarship: BPTC, Manchester Metropolitan University 
• Manchester and District Medico Legal Society Prize in Recognition of Academic 

Performance for Highest Grade Awarded in Dissertation for Masters (LLM) 

Beyond the Bar

Trudi has worked as an assistant and carer to young people with catastrophic brain injuries. 
Trudi also manages a foundation which financially supports individuals with an acquired 
brain injury, throughout university.  

Prior to commencing pupillage, Trudi worked in Greece for several months as a Watersports 
Instructor. 


